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Abstract
Background Evidence informing the practice of healthcare and health-related policymaking is
predominantly obtained via deduction and induction. While the evidence obtained through these forms of
reasoning, mostly from methodologically sound and controlled research environments, are in most part
considered robust, they are usually decontextualized, making their adoption and implementation in open
systems challenging. We illustrate how the use of retroduction in theoretically-informative empirical
research provides evidence linked to the contextual features of its discovery, thus, enhancing learning and
implementation.

Methods Using a critical realist-informed evaluation study, we illustrate the application of retroductive
thinking as a theoretically informative inferencing approach to develop mechanism-based causality
context-linked explanatory theories. We expatiate on the application of counterfactual thinking, abductive
reasoning and extreme case selection as valuable tools to enhance retroductive thinking.

Results The application of counterfactual thinking, abductive reasoning and extreme case selection as
tools of retroductive thinking are conceptualized to demonstrate how studies using retroduction can
obtain context-linked evidence that can facilitate learning and implementation.

Conclusion Obtaining evidence with discovery context provides practical knowledge for implementers to
make contextual judgments about what is likely to work in under what likely contextual conditions, for
what section of the population. The transcendental philosophical foundation of critical realism makes it
favorable for obtaining context-linked explanatory theories through retroduction.

Contributions To The Literature
Induction and deduction dominate inferencing making in evidence-based healthcare, however, both forms
of reasoning contribute little to the development of context-linked evidence to improve learning and
implementation.
Although there are increasing calls to improve theorizing in implementation sciences, there is less
emphasis on what inferencing approach would lead to robust explanatory theories.
Retroduction, a theoretically informative inferencing approach, is presented as a favorable approach to
generate explanatory theories linked to the contextual features of their discovery to improve usability.
The application of counterfactual thinking, abductive reasoning and extreme case selection as tools of
retroduction are conceptualized and illustrated.

Introduction
Inference making – the process of drawing conclusions based on what is already known – forms the
foundation of sciences and is central to obtaining sound evidence to inform implementation.
Implementing evidence-based healthcare requires obtaining robust evidence from methodologically
rigorous studies with sound conclusions. Although inductive, deductive, abductive and retroductive forms
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of inferencing are identi�ed in the literature [1, 2], the evidence (largely non-theoretical) informing
evidence-based healthcare is based primarily on inductive and deductive approaches of inferencing [3, 4].
Theoretically informative forms for reasoning such as abduction and retroduction have received lesser
consideration.

Recently, there has been a burgeoning number of calls for the application of abductive and retroductive
forms of reasoning – theoretical explanations [3, 5], coinciding with the calls for rich theorizing to
improve the nature and uptake of evidence into practice [6–8]. Kislov et al. [6] proposed that theoretical
traditions, theory-driven approaches, and methods should be adopted to (1) approach empirical data in
an informative way and (2) establish the dynamic relationships between interventions, contexts, and
actors, through mechanism-based explanations. While induction and deduction are largely used to
develop evidence informing implementation sciences, they are limited regarding theorizing [9] especially
in the context of complex systems characterized by dynamically changing inter-relationships [8].

In deductive reasoning, the researcher starts with the hypotheses of abstract rules and deduces from
these rules the understanding of the particular phenomenon (observation). For instance, using the
information-Motivation-Behavior model to deduce the adherence behavior of people living with HIV
(PLHIV) on antiretroviral therapy (ART) [10–13]. The IMB model is the general rule, statement, or
hypothesis and the �ndings of the adherence behavior of a population of PLHIV is the observation. In this
case, the researcher predicts what the observations (adherence behavior) should be if the theory were
correct. Therefore, in deductive inferencing, the researcher moves from the general (the theory) to the
speci�c (the observations). Deductive reasoning as applied in positivist informed research is used to
explain causal relationships, measure concepts quantitatively and generalize �ndings to a certain extent.
In constructivist/interpretivist informed research, deduction is used to provide explanations or
contextualize a phenomenon drawing from a pre-identi�ed guiding theory or perspective. For this reason,
it has been described as a ‘theoretical’ approach to data analysis and inferencing [14].

Inductive reasoning, on the other hand, involves projecting from what we know to what we do not know
[15]. It starts with a speci�c observation to make broad generalizations. For instance, Getahun et al. [16]
used the hospital registries for TB patients to induce that patients registered into Direct Observation
Treatments program between July 2004 and June 2005 were more likely to have treatment success
compared to patients registered into the Direct Observation Treatments program between July 2005 and
June 2006. As identi�ed in the example above, in positivist-informed research, the observations were
made, and a pattern was discerned leading to generalization based on the data. Similarly, in
constructivist/interpretivist approaches, thematic content data analysis and conclusions are drawn
predominantly informed by the data themselves [14]. In some instances, an explanation or a theory can
be inferred through the inductive process as applied in grounded theory methodology.

Inductive and deductive forms of inferencing, whether informed by positivist or constructivist paradigms
are predominantly applied to describe, explain, generalize and predict based on speci�c (empirical)
observations. Deductive reasoning is applied to derive logically valid conclusions from given premises or
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established theories and can contribute to the validity of the reasoning itself and con�rm certain facts.
Inductive reasoning, on the other hand, has been predominantly applied to identify patterns in some
observations and draw the conclusion based on these patterns to non-studied cases [2]. From observed
co-variates and associations (positivist paradigm) and identi�ed themes (constructivist paradigm),
conclusions are drawn about law-like relations. Therefore, inductive reasoning allows researchers to use
existing knowledge to make predictions and insinuations about novel cases [15]. In spite of these critical
roles that both inductive and deductive forms of reasoning play in evidence generation, they contribute
little to the development of explanatory theories [17].

Studies adopting induction and deduction are expected to apply strict structured and standardized
designs to ensure generalizability and validity. In this way, evidence obtained from these studies is
characterized by over-simpli�cation and abstraction, breaking problems down into analyzable parts, thus
making adoption challenging [8]. According to Greenhalgh and Kapoutsi [8], research evidence that draws
parts of the problem together to produce a rich, nuanced picture of what is going on and why increase the
adoption and usability of the evidence. Kislov et al. [6] suggested that explanatory evidence has the
potential to draw the problem, context and �ndings in an informative package that can guide successful
implementation.

In this article, we argue that retroduction, which involves working from ‘observed phenomena to the
generation of alternative explanations for the phenomena and comparing the alternatives to select the
best possible explanation’ [3] is a suitable alternative mode of inferencing to increase implementation.
Despite arguments that retroduction is the most suitable form of inferencing for theorizing [18], and its
ability to link evidence and social theory in an evolving and dynamic process [19], the application of the
retroduction for evidence generation remains parsimonious. We, therefore, illustrate and argue for the
application of retroductive thinking towards the development of robust mechanism-based theories to
improve generative learning and theoretical transferability.

Retroduction
Retroduction is an empirical process of devising a theory and requires moving from an observation of
concrete phenomena to reconstruct the basic conditions for these phenomena [2]. The retroductive logic
starts with an observed behavior or pattern from which one deduces the rule – a general statement
suggested by the observation. From the rule, a conclusion or case is made. The observation is explained
by �tting the rule into the general pattern. In this way, the explanation accounts for the phenomenon at
stake [9]. In retroductive arguments, an explanation is proposed to account for an observation or group of
facts, based upon co-occurrence, including (but not limited to) location in space and time. For instance,
using HIV experts or experienced patients to counsel naïve PLHIV improves their self-e�cacy and
adherence to ART (observation). Patient counseling enhances self-e�cacy towards ART adherence (rule).
In the context of HIV treatment, patient counseling improves the self-e�cacy and thus medication
adherence of naïve patients (case).
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Retroductive thinking progresses from empirical observation of events, arriving at transfactual conditions
– going beyond the empirical [1]. Therefore, at the core of retroduction is the transcendental
argumentation, which seeks to clarify the basic prerequisites or conditions – circumstances without
which something cannot exist [5] – for a phenomenon to occur. Lawson [20] suggests that retroduction
involves moving from a surface phenomenon to a deeper causal understanding.

The application of retroduction as a tool for inference making is essentially for developing theories. As
Peirce [21] puts it, ‘the provisional adoption of a hypothesis’. Unlike deduction and induction, retroduction
suggests new ideas, some of which may, after testing using induction, turn out to be true. In this way,
retroduction is used to originate ideas that can be further developed and tested [22]. Therefore,
retroduction as a method of inference making is applied to produce hypotheses and construct theories,
providing an alternative form of inference-making [9]. Three important tools are critical to retroductive
inferencing – abductive reasoning, counterfactual thinking and studying extreme cases.

Counterfactual thinking
Counterfactual thinking involves mental representations or thinking through alternatives to facts and
events [23] and is pivotal for retroduction [1]. The basic question that goes through one's mind when
applying counterfactual thinking is 'what might have been' [24]. The fundamental role of counterfactual
thinking in retroduction is to identify those elements or entities that should be present for an outcome to
occur by looking at alternative scenarios. Could the same outcome occur under other circumstances?
Counterfactual means contrary to the facts [24], therefore, the researcher searches for or postulates
alternative scenarios using conditional propositions to draw conclusions on the basic prerequisites for an
event to take place. For instance, knowing what outcomes would have occurred in the absence of
(aspects of ) the intervention or in the presence of different context conditions is an important approach
to applying counterfactual thinking in implementation sciences and is important for elucidating causal
relationships [25].

In retroduction, causal claims can be explained in terms of counterfactual conditionals of the form “If A
had not occurred, C would not have occurred”. Most counterfactual analyses have focused on claims of
the form “event c caused event e”, insinuating 'actual' causation. In this way, through counterfactual
thinking, the researcher brings assumptions to the research. Counterfactual thinking can go beyond are
mental representations and observations of empirical investigations. Ferraro [25] suggested that
counterfactual thinking can be advanced through experimental and quasi-experimental designs that

control for confounding factors to eliminate plausible rival interpretations of the observed outcomes.

Studying extreme cases
The study of extreme cases is another important tool in retroductive thinking. To answer the question
‘How is X possible?’, various cases where the preconditions for X appear much more clearly than in others
and/or cases where X is absent can be studied [1]. Outliers offer great potentials for retroductive
inferencing as they offer the researcher many cases assumed to manifest the structure s/he wishes to
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describe, but which are very different in other aspects. These cases could be named ‘extreme’, ‘deviant’, or
‘paradigmatic’ based on whether the researcher seeks to generalize, elucidate, reveal, critique, or
emancipate [9]. Comparing varying cases including extreme cases provides counterfactual conditions
and a foundation to sort out contingent differences to arrive at a functional theory [26]. While closed
systems offer the opportunity for researchers to study mechanisms in their purest form, extreme cases
offer a similar feat to social scientists working in open systems [1].

Abductive reasoning
Abductive reasoning is identi�ed by some authors as the fourth approach to inference making in
empirical research [1, 2] while others consider it synonymous with retroduction [27]. While retroduction is
focused on identifying the basic characteristics of the general structures from which we start, in
abduction, we interpret and re-contextualize particular actions and events [1]. Abductive reasoning
typically begins with an incomplete set of observations and proceeds to obtaining the likeliest possible
explanation for the set. Abductive reasoning is underpinned by the notion that data are never complete or
perfect, therefore, inferences are drawn in situations of incomplete or contested data. Abductive
reasoning is thus characterized by a lack of completeness in the evidence that the data provides [28].
Considering the role of abductive reasoning, the goal of the researcher is to collect as much relevant
information as possible so that the focus of retroduction is on creating meaningful understanding based
on the available data. By interpreting and re-contextualizing observed actions and events, the researcher
strives to identify the basic conditions under which the observed phenomenon occurs – moving from
some observations to the "best explanation" of those observations.

Applying the tools of retroduction
In general, retroduction starts with a surprising or puzzling observation. The goal of the researcher is to
explain or provide a plausible explanation of the observation. Selecting and studying those cases or the
case that demonstrates the phenomenon most prominently (extreme case selection) is an important step
toward understanding the phenomenon. Then, the investigator applies counterfactual thinking within the
contrastives to explore other possible explanations of the observed phenomenon and establish causal
relationships based on identi�ed counterfactuals. Finally, based on the available observations, causal
links, and counterfactuals, the investigator generates the best possible explanation (abductive thinking)
to explain the observed phenomenon. These retroductive tools can be applied via quantitative and/or
qualitative data collection and analysis methods. These tools should be applied in an iterative manner
and there is no prescribed starting point. The role of each tool to inform retroduction is illustrated in
Fig. 1.

Figure 1
Retroductive process to theorizing

Retroduction and critical realist-informed evidence
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While there is an overall dearth in the application of retroduction, its increasing application in the recent
times coincides with the mounting calls for theorizing, and the improved application of the critical realist
meta-theory to guide inquiries in implementation sciences [29–32]. Although there has been an increase
in the application of retroductive thinking, particularly in realist-informed studies, exactly how retroduction
is applied to obtain the study �ndings remains unclear.

Critical realism as a metatheory – making claims regarding the nature of reality [33], offers researchers
an avenue for causality-based theorizing, whereby generative mechanisms and relevant context take the
central stage. The centrality of generative mechanisms and context in realist-informed research follows
from the ontological position of critical realism, viewing reality as strati�ed [34] (Fig. 2).

Figure 2
Strati�ed ontology of critical realism (Source Mukumbang et al. [28])
Ontologically, Critical realism, as opposed to positivism and constructivism, proposes a strati�ed reality:
the real, the actual, and the empirical [34, 35]. The “real” is the greater domain encompassing the “actual”,
which in turn includes the “empirical” [36]. The “real” relates to the existence of (usually) invisible
mechanisms with generative power causing what is observed. The “actual” de�nes what happens when
the causative powers existing in the entities are activated [37]. What happens (event) may or may not be
experienced by the relevant actor(s) [38, 39]. The “actual” domain includes actual events generated by
mechanisms [40]. The “empirical” relates to human perception and experiences of what happens in the
“actual” domain – the day-to-day experience of human beings.

Epistemologically, Critical realism proposes a transcendental approach to research [41] – unraveling the
basic structures and conditions under which a phenomenon occurs. This is achieved primarily by
identifying and making explicit the causal mechanisms underlying the observation. This generative
mechanism-orientation tilts critical realist-informed research towards theory and model development to
explicate how and why an observed phenomenon occurs. The transcendentalism of critical realist
research, therefore, speaks to moving from the “empirical” realm, via the “actual” realm to the “real”,
where the “real” represents the explanation of the basic structures and mechanisms explicating how and
why a phenomenon experienced (by the actor) and observed (by the researcher) in the “empirical”
occurred.

The transcendental approach to research inquiry proposed in Critical realism epistemologically aligns
with the retroductive approach to inference-making as retroduction seeks to uncover the prerequisites or
the basic conditions for the existence of a phenomenon. Retroduction, as applied in Critical realism, is a
"...mode of inference in which events are explained by postulating mechanisms, which are capable of
producing them..." [42]. Therefore, an essential strategy of the realist researcher is to identify and make
explicit the mechanisms that propagate the observed behavior. These mechanisms – causal powers –
are possessed by ‘both human individuals and social structures (and indeed entities of other kinds) …,
and that both (or all) interact to determine social events, even though human individuals are the parts of
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the social structures concerned’ [43]. The role of the realist researcher is to uncover these mechanisms
activated or triggered by relevant contexts to explain an observation. Postulating which mechanisms are
at play and activated under what conditions to lead to an observation requires retroductive thinking.

Pawson and Tilley [44] proposed the Context-Mechanism-Outcome analytic framework as a heuristic tool
for generating theories in realist-informed studies to explain who, why, and under what conditions an
observation occurs. This generative causality tool suggests that ‘an action is causal only if its outcome is
triggered by a mechanism acting in a context’ [44]. While retroduction is considered to be the most
suitable inferencing approach in realist-informed studies [45–47], inductive and deductive inferencing
approaches can be applied at various levels and to different data types of such studies [45, 48]. For
instance, inductive inferencing could be applied to unveil the behavior patterns (outcomes) using
regression analysis and other exploratory data analysis methods. Inductive and deductive approaches
are also important for identifying possible mechanisms and context conditions from qualitative data
using thematic content analytic methods [45].

In a theoretically informative empirical research, evidence obtained by induction and deduction is
considered as 'nuggets of information' [49] to inform retroduction. Importantly, the various tools for
retroduction (abductive thinking, counterfactual thinking and studying extreme cases) are pivotal at this
stage. First, information from extreme cases can be used to identify the generative mechanism(s)
activated in that speci�c context conditions. Then counterfactual thinking can be applied to think through
possible alternative mechanisms or to eliminate other possible mechanisms to establish the prevailing
hypothesis.

Finally, considering the available data, the researcher is encouraged to apply abductive thinking –
selecting the best possible explanation or theory to explain the observation in question. Bhaskar [41]
suggests that selecting the most suitable explanation should follow the notion of judgmental rationality
– having greater explanatory power – alongside the notion of immanent critique – what the world must
be like – to select between rival theories. Bhaskar [41] propositions that ‘a theory Tc is preferable to a
theory Td, provided that Tc can explain under its descriptions, almost all the phenomena that Td can
explain under its descriptions, plus some signi�cant phenomena that Td cannot explain’ (p. 73). Secondly,
the selected theory should be able to explain a deeper level of reality or achieve a greater order of
epistemic integration – transcendental [41]. Figure 3 illustrates a critical realist informed retroduction
process.

Figure 3
Critical realist informed retroductive thinking
The role of retroduction is based on the information obtained using the three tools described to form
context-mechanism, context-outcome, and context-mechanism-outcome associations to allow the
researcher to formulate new ideas, hypotheses, and theories. The use of the identi�ed tools towards
theorizing is not a once-off process, rather, it is iterative. The investigator employs these tools based on
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the need and what can be achieved by employing each tool. In the same vein, the theory developed
through retroduction is not considered a '�nal' product. We agree with Kislov et al. [6] that the theory
obtained through retroductive thinking is not considered ‘�xed and immutable’ but could be subject to
further testing using deductive approaches.

Illustrating The Application Of Retroduction In Realist Evaluation
Description of study setting and intervention

Owing to the large number of PLHIV and accessing treatment in South Africa [50], public healthcare
facilities are often congested. Congestion at the health facilities engenders poor retention in care and
medication nonadherence among PLHIV [51]. The adherence club intervention, a differentiated ART
delivery model aimed at enhancing self-management of ‘stable’ adult (18+ years) patients on ART was
designed to improve medication adherence and retention in care [52]. The intervention delivers scheduled
bi-monthly clinical screening, HIV medication re�lls, adherence support and health talks, and mutual
support. The adherence club program was designed to shift the majority of consultations and ART
collections for stable patients to ‘clubs’ organized and facilitated by facility counselors or peer educators
[53]. 

 

While several epidemiological studies provide evidence of positive effects of the adherence clubs in
experimental (pilot) [54–57] and implementation settings [58], to support scale-up [59], the conclusions
drawn from these were based on inductive and deductive reasoning approaches. Nevertheless, inductive
and deductive conclusions based on effect sizes provided limited evidence on how the intervention could
be replicated in speci�c contexts to reproduce trial outcomes in pragmatic/real-life conditions [60]. This
evidence failed to predict if the intervention would work in a given context as it offered little information
on why and how the adherence clubs (as a whole or its components) work, and under which health
systems conditions.  To this end, we conducted a realist evaluation, a theory-driven approach to
evaluation, to unearth what works, why, how and under what health systems conditions the adherence
club intervention works [51].

Methods
Our realist evaluation methodology was aligned with the principles of retroduction – counterfactual
thinking, abductive reasoning, and extreme case selection. First, we formulated the initial program theory
of the adherence club intervention [61, 62]. The aim of this initial program theory was to understand how
and why the program designers and implementers thought the intervention was going to work. Our initial
program theory had two propositions. (1) Patients using the adherence club intervention were motivated,
perceived the support of club members and improved their self-e�cacy towards remaining in care and
adhering to medication. (2) Patients remained in the adherence club care because they were being
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nudged by the adherence club rules and regulations requiring patients to attend or have representation on
all adherence club sessions or they would be returned to the main clinic ART care with longer waiting
times [61].

 

The second phase of the project required testing the initial program theory. First, we selected three
contrastive cases. (1) Typical case – the most representative of the phenomenon being explored; (2)
Deviant case – most likely case to be negative with regard to the phenomenon under consideration and;
(3) Crucial case – a case that is critical in understanding the phenomenon [28]. Based on the retention in
care rates from monitoring reports of the adherence club program from 2014 to 2017, we classi�ed our
cases accordingly. We classi�ed ‘good’ retention in care as values above 80%. The ‘typical’ case (81%)
was exempli�ed by a facility that showed a steady improvement in the retention in care of patients on
ART in the facility. The ‘deviant’ case (63.0%) illustrated a poor-performing facility in terms of retention in
care, while the ‘crucial’ case (70%) represented a facility that started off with very good retention in care
rates, but then saw a steep drop following a change in the way the ART program was run.

 

We conducted an in-depth case study within each of these cases using a mixed-methods approach. The
quantitative arm of the study was aimed at describing the rate at which PLHIV using the adherence club
intervention dropped from care.  The qualitative methods, observations, and in-depth interviews were
used to explore the generative mechanisms and relevant context. The qualitative and quantitative
methods enabled us to delineate the combination of the intervention, context, and mechanism
components to explain the outcomes of the adherence club intervention. Retroductive thinking at this
level was done by con�gurational mapping using the intervention-context-actor-mechanism-outcome
heuristic tool to formulate case-based theories. Within each case, retroductive thinking was applied to
distil the relevant mechanisms (dis)activated by the prevailing context to cause the observed outcomes.
The con�gurational mapping was done by linking each active mechanism with the observed outcomes
(M-O links); then we searched relevant context(s) that triggers or deactivates the mechanism and
assessed the link with the actual intervention and the involved actors (retroduction)

 

We started with the typical case [63], a well-performing facility as representing an ideal situation of how
the intervention was expected to work. It, therefore, offered us the chance to mine the generative
mechanisms at work and the moderating effect of the context condition to produce the observed
behavior – good retention in care and adherence to medication [63]. While some patients adhered
because they were nudged by the club rules, other were retained because they were motivated and had
improved self-e�cacy. Based on the typical case, we found that when grouped for targeted care (I) in the
context of available resources (C+), convenient environment (C+) and guided by rules and regulations
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(C+), patients feel nudged (M+), their self-e�cacy is improved (M+) and they become motivated (M+) to
adhere to their medication (O+) and remain in continuous care (O+) [63].

 

Having unearthed the principal mechanisms and the prevailing conditions that lead to good retention in
care and adherence behaviors based on the typical case, we moved to the deviant case, which
represented at this level, a counterfactual case, whereby the conditions under which the adherence club
intervention is implemented is different from those of the typical case. While in the typical case
adherence club patients met in a separate section of the health facility dedicated to ART activities, in the
deviant case, adherence club patients were managed in the same area where people with other
noninfectious chronic diseases were also receiving health care [48]. Consequently, the patients refused to
attend regular club activities for fear of being identi�ed by patients from the non-infectious chronic
disease section and would only come to pick-up their medication at varying hours. The adherence club
program became a de facto medication pick-up model. We found that the presence of non-HIV positive
patients (C-), and not holding standard club activities (C-), frustrated (M-), demotivated (M-), and instilled
negligence (M-) and perceived stigma (M-) in the patients, which led to poor retention in care (O-) and
medication adherence (O-) [48].

 

Our application of counterfactual thinking followed Mingers [64] assertion that the interplay between
positive or counteracting mechanisms determines whether events occur or not. Comparing the negative
and positive cases, therefore, provided evidence for adjusting our ICAMO con�gurations as in some cases
the negative ones enforced the construction of positive ones. This was achieved by identifying the
association of the failed outcomes with ‘missing mechanisms’ and ‘negative contexts’ [65]. This allowed
us to move from descriptions of the concrete to the abstract, and back to the concrete [44].

 

Our selection the third case, was driven by abductive thinking. We wanted to ensure that we had enough
evidence on which to re�ne our developing program theory and at the same time it offered an alternative
context for counterfactuals. To this end, we selected an average performing facility to explore what
factors are at work – a crucial case [66]. The crucial case added some context conditions that modi�ed
the mechanisms introduced by the adherence club intervention. We noticed, in this case, the important
role of buy-in from the facility manager and those working with the intervention. Buy-in improved the
dedication of the staff working on the intervention (C+), so we con�rmed that patients on ART in
adherence clubs will continue to adhere to their medication (O+) and remain in care (O+) because their
self-e�cacy is improved (M+); they are motivated (M+) or are being nudged (M+) [66].
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According to Danermark et al. [1], retroduction can be applied ‘both as analyses at a very high level of
abstraction and as analyses of more speci�c conditions for social processes.’ The �nal application of
retroduction required us to conduct a cross-case analysis involving the three selected cases – theoretical
abstraction. This process required identifying certain mechanisms and context conditions that ‘dominate’
others and occur more frequently and thus become apparent at the level of the ‘actual’ in the form of
partial regularities, or demi-regularities. The cross-case analysis was achieved by placing the different
within-case theories in a juxtaposition allowing for the differences and similarities to become apparent
[67].  We searched for the variation in the contexts accounting for the differences (if any) to generalize
across cases by looking at how the important outcomes may be achieved. The negative case was used to
adjust (con�rm) certain links to re�ne the developing theory or theories [68].

 

In the application of retroductive thinking at this level, we synchronized the mechanisms that account for
the emergence of phenomena at operating at the “real” domain, based on best-explanation obtained from
the different contexts within the individual case studies [69]. We applied this process iteratively until
theoretical saturation was reached – a point when ‘further abstraction brings no signi�cant additional
theoretical rigor to the generative mechanism and when empirical evidence is strong enough to support
the practical adequacy of the postulated mechanism in explaining a concrete phenomenon’ [69].

Results
 Figure 4 illustrates a re�ned program theory explicating how, why and under what health systems
conditions the adherence club intervention works.

 

Figure 4: A model explicating how and why the adherence club intervention works

The model illustrated in Figure can be translated into the following theoretical statement:

“Grouping clinically stable patients on antiretroviral therapy [Actors] with available resources and buy-in
from health-care workers in a convenient space [Context] to receive quick and uninterrupted supply of
medication, health talks, counselling, immediate access to a clinician when required while guided by rules
and regulations [Intervention], works because their self-e�cacy improves and they become motivated and
nudged [Mechanisms] to remain in care and adhere to medication [Outcome]” 

 

In addition to this, the use of extreme cases indicated two important things. (1) An “integrated” approach
of managing patients with HIV and people with chronic noncommunicable diseases is a countervailing
context for the successful implementation of the adherence club intervention as perceived stigma
inhibited the patients on ART from attending club session. (2) Having an intervention champion is pivotal
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to obtaining buy-in from other healthcare works and enhances the success of the intervention
implementation. When a nurse was identi�ed and trained to champion the intervention, she exposed the
other healthcare providers to the bene�ts of the intervention and headed the implementation. This
engendered buy-in from the care workers. This led to a U-turn in the retention of patients in the facility as
this facility was originally identi�ed as deviant case.

 

 

Discussion
Induction and deduction are often adopted in studies conducted in controlled environments or closed
systems, using “rigorous” research methodologies and probabilistic-statistical forms of generalizations
and prediction to generate evidence. May et al. [70] noted that an important part of implementation
constitutes efforts to translate evidence obtained in closed systems into the open systems or ‘real world’
contexts. Although purported to be of sound quality, when it comes to implementation, evidence obtained
from controlled experiments are usually found to be incomplete, ambiguous and contested [71] as the
evidence fails to consider the complexity of the healthcare system. The complex nature of the healthcare
systems – dynamic, behaving differently according to its initial conditions and having feedback loops
and interrelated components [72, 73] – makes the adoption and implementation of evidence obtained
from one case and generalized challenging. According to Greenhalgh et al. [8], a paradigm shift is
required to improve the uptake of empirical evidence to inform the practice and proposed the adoption of
research methods aimed at ‘exploring tensions, generating insights and wisdom, exposing multiple
perspectives and viewing complex systems as moving targets’ (p. 3). To this end, we demonstrated and
argue that evidence-informed healthcare practice could bene�t more from theoretically
informative empirical research applying retroduction as it provides nuanced meaning-mediated and
context-dependent evidence.   

 

Because prediction is the mainstay of the positivist tradition, induction and deduction dominate
inferencing approaches. Glynos and Howarth [9] explained that predictions depend on the beliefs of
subjects, therefore, such predictions depend on the stability of those beliefs. While beliefs could be
addressed to an extent using probabilistic-statistical forms of calculation, another challenge with
prediction is that the re�exivity of the subjects makes predictions particularly inaccurate. To this end,
while arguing for the role of retroduction, Glynos and Howarth [9] suggested that ‘the contextual features
including the self-interpretations of the relevant social actors, serve as conditions of possibility of
behavioral patterns that are strongly bound up with the content, and therefore the meaning and
signi�cance of the hypotheses and explanations themselves.’ [p. 7]. These context elements include
physical environment and various institutional settings comprising of various stakeholders and their
interactions, and the demographic and epidemiological conditions [74]. Therefore, evidence should not be
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simply detached or ‘externalized’ from the context of discovery [9]. Chambers and Norton [75] also argue
that evidence informing implementation should capture ‘information about variations in the delivery of
evidence-based interventions across multiple populations and contexts’, which are the features of
evidence obtained through retroductive thinking.

 

In retroductive thinking, a blurred boundary between contexts of discovery and justi�cation is maintained
to provide feedback to intervention developers and implementation-relevant information to the practice
communities. The application of retroduction encourages the development of theories or models that
incorporate both evidence and important contextual conditions to inform practice. Bhaskar [41] in his
greater explanatory power criteria insisted that a developed theory should “re�ect reality”. When the
evidence obtained is contextualized and re�ects the reality of the phenomenon under study, the process
of adopting and/or translating the evidence into practice is enhanced. In this case, the practitioner or the
policymaker 'will acquire not just the abstract knowledge of "what works" but also the practical wisdom
that will make them make contextual judgments about what is likely to work (or what might be tried out
to see if it works) in this situation for these people, in this organization with these constraints.’[71] p. 5. In
the example presented, the model/theory developed illustrates not only what aspects of the adherence
club intervention works (or not) but the situations are well articulated. We identi�ed a health systems
condition (integrated care) as a countervailing context and an implementation-promoting approach that
could enhance the successful implementation of the intervention (intervention champion).

 

Implementation scientists recognize that attempting to implement evidence-based practices in contexts
other than those from which the original evidence was generated is complex and challenging and most
often requires contextual adaptation [75, 76]. There is an understanding that such adaptations may
compromise the �delity and effectiveness of the intervention [77]. To this end, implementation scientists
are advocating for strategies for adapting evidence-based practices – methods or techniques used to
enhance the adoption, implementation, and sustainability of a clinical program or practice [78].  Powell et
al. [79] proposed strategies such as concept mapping, group model building, conjoint analysis and
intervention mapping to address the contextual needs of a given change effort [79]. We argue here that
the use of retroduction to develop context-linked theoretical evidence can enhance the identi�cation of
relevant strategies to improve implementation as this evidence carries the nature of the contextual
requirements to inform implementation.

 

Critical realism questions the usefulness of deductive or inductive reasoning in open systems such as
health systems and proposes that retroductive reasoning is most appropriate [45–47]. Critical realism
facilitates the understanding of clinical settings and other contextual conditions by providing insight into
the interrelationship between structures and their potentials, and the actions of the various actors acting
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within that space [80]. This understanding is achieved through the formation of intervention-context-
actor-mechanism-outcome con�gurational models to explain how, why, for whom and under what
conditions the interventions would work. In this way, the practitioner understands the generative
mechanisms behind the impact of the intervention, what section of the population would bene�t more
from the intervention, and also the relevant conditions required for the generative mechanisms to be
triggered. Therefore, the theoretical/explanatory nature of evidence obtained from critical realist-informed
studies employing primarily retroductive thinking provide not only evidence regarding the effectiveness of
an intervention but also information regarding implementation.

Conclusions
While induction and deduction are useful for predicting the outcomes of interventions, programs and
policies, evidence obtained from studies informed entirely by these methods of inferencing are
decontextualized. We argue that the use of retroduction in theoretically-informative empirical research
provides evidence linked to the contextual features of its discovery enhancing implementation. Obtaining
evidence with discovery context provides practical knowledge for implementers to make contextual
judgments about what is likely to work in under what likely contextual conditions, for what section of the
population. Because Critical realist-informed studies apply retroduction, they have the potential to provide
context-linked evidence to increase adoption and usability.
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Figures

Figure 1

Retroductive process to theorizing
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Figure 2

Strati�ed ontology of critical realism (Source Mukumbang et al. [26])

Figure 3
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Critical realist informed retroductive thinking

Figure 4

A model explicating how and why the adherence club intervention works


